
Postdoc opportunity: Computational design and optimization of 

biomimetic architectured materials
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We are seeking a highly motivated and

talented Postdoctoral Researcher to join our

interdisciplinary research team in the field of

biomimetic adaptative architectured materials,

with a focus on 4D printing technology [1]. The

successful candidate will play a pivotal role in

advancing the development and optimization of

novel materials inspired by nature's adaptative

structures [2]. This position offers an exciting

opportunity to work on cutting-edge research

projects at the intersection of materials

science, mechanical engineering, and

computational design [3].

The objective is to develop computational

design tools for 4D printed bioinspired

architectured materials based on multiphysics

finite element analysis and topology

optimization.

Four phases are considered for this project:

1) Implementing a biomimetic approach

2) Multiphysics homogenization using FEA

3) Design and optimization of material bricks

4) Validation of the approach through

experiments

This project is part of the ANR-funded

REDESIGN4D project (2022-2026) between

PIMM (Paris), IRDL (Lorient) and INRAe

(Nantes).

The project will contribute to establish a biomimetic

design methodology for adaptive architectured

materials. The project will also provide insights into

the optimization of 4D printing for the fabrication of

architectured materials with tailored mechanical

properties and environmental response. The

results of this project will have practical

implications for the development of high-

performance materials for a range of engineering

applications.

Keywords: architectured materials, additive

manufacturing, biomimetics, topology optimization.

Background of the candidate: mechanical

engineering, materials science, applied computer

science or any other relevant field.

Location: Laboratoire PIMM, Arts et Métiers,

Cnam, CNRS, 151 bd de l’Hôpital, 75013 Paris,

France

Funding: 1.5-year contract, with a basis salary of

~2100€ net per month.

Starting date: ASAP

Contacts:

Dr. Justin Dirrenberger

justin.dirrenberger@ensam.eu

https://anr.fr/Project-ANR-21-CE10-0011

